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HEAD COACH JOSH McDANIELS 
 
Opening comments 
“First of all, I congratulate (LB) Wesley Woodyard on being named the Walter Payton Man of the Year. I think it’s an honor that is certainly well deserved. 
Wesley has done a lot outside of our building, and he also does a lot of things inside of our building and gives a lot of his time to other things. So, a well-
deserved honor. I am very proud of him and what he has done. 
 
“We had a bye week to really spend some time and evaluate some different things about our football team. Coaches spent a lot of time at looking at tape of 
the first eight weeks. We looked at some other teams in the league that are doing some different things well at this point — we always try to do that and see 
if there is anything that we may be able to take at this point. But, most of it was spent on our team analyzing a lot of the things that we can improve on, and 
we feel like we can improve in every phase. We have to, and that’s what this time of the year is for. We are excited to see if some of the things that we are 
going to try and implement and change will have an impact for us. Hopefully, that will be quick. Now, we have moved on to Kansas City and we are looking 
forward to four good days on the (Kansas City) Chiefs. We had an opportunity to have an extra day of practice for them. It’s a really good football team that 
is really, quite possibly, the best complimentary football team we have played. The defense takes the ball away, the offense scores and the offense never 
turns the ball over. They run the football and have the ball more than their opponents by and large. They control the tempo of the game, they control the 
pace of the game and they never ever really beat themselves. A lot of superlatives you could use about a lot of their players. I think our team has a great 
deal of respect for what they have seen so far from the Chiefs and what they have learned about them so far, and we are excited to have four good days of 
practice here to play our next division game.” 
 
On how the Broncos have played in the first half this season 
“I just think it’s a situation where you see room for improvement in really every phase. There are things that we are doing better than others. Our play-action 
passes have been more productive for us, but certainly our run game needs to improve — I am stating the obvious there. That’s really the case with the 
offense, the defense and the special teams. It starts with preparing and having a good game plan and looking at different things. You don’t ever want to 
throw out your scheme at this point in time of the year. You want to try and make a decision on what is the cost of continuing to work at something. Will you 
see the benefit soon or will you see it by the end of the year? If there are some things that you have been working on that just aren’t getting better, I think 
that you make a smart decision at that point to say, ‘You know what, let’s put our time into something better.” I think that there are some things in every 
phase that we have chosen to do that with, and hopefully our game plan will reflect that from now on. You are not going to see a dramatic change in terms of 
what we try to do or how we are playing or the scheme that we are using, but there are some small things that we are hoping to get some results from.” 
 
On changing schemes 
“When we have played our 3-4 (defensive) front, we have played it pretty effectively. That’s what we spent all training camp doing, that’s what we spent the 
preseason doing, that’s what we spent the first month and week or two of the season doing. So, we certainly are eager to have an opportunity to get back to 
that and feel like we can play that at the level we were playing it at early times in the season. We have to do what we have to do based on some of the 
situations we have had considering our personnel, but I think that if we can get back to playing the 3-4, our odd front, and those kinds of things have certainly 
been more productive for us over the course of the long haul than the 4-3 front or 4-3 personnel grouping. We did some decent things from that grouping, 
particularly in the (New York) Jets’ game, but I don’t think that’s what we — we didn’t put the roster together, we didn’t try to do what we did with our front 
and our linebacker corps to play that front.” 
 
On whether the team is healthy enough to go back to a 3-4 defense 
“We got healthier during the bye week, but there’s still — (LB) Robert (Ayers) is still going to be a little bit of a question here — we are going to see what 
works best with our personnel. I don’t want to sit here and say we are going to play only this or that at this point. We are going to try and go ahead do what 
we feel like we have to do. (DL Kevin) Vickerson’s health is another issue there too, so we are going to practice both because we have to I think, 
understanding that we would love to be back in that 3-4 mold as much as we could.” 
 
On the importance of scoring in the first quarter 
“When they (Kansas City) have scored first, they have done fairly well this year. Certainly, that’s something that we want to do much better than we have. I 
think that sometimes you can have a tendency to over analyze some things. It’s kind of like a batter going through a slump. The harder you squeeze the bat, 
the harder it is to hit the ball. I think that at times we need to just step back, do the things we do well, (and) try to play good football by playing fast early in 
the game. If you can get out to a lead against a team like this that runs the ball the way that they do — you are not going to create a one-dimensional team, 
they are not going to abandon their philosophy and they shouldn’t. They have too many good players, and they have so much production from it, but if you 
can help yourself by forcing them to play from behind I think that is a big thing. It would be a big plus for us, and certainly that’s what our intention will be on 
Sunday.” 
 
On whether injuries led to the team’s 2-6 start 
“No, every team goes through injuries. I think that we had our share (and) other teams have had their share of injuries. We have players on our roster that 
we feel good about. We feel like we can win with the players on our roster, no question about it. We still have a long way to go. We are excited about the 
opportunity that we have to still play five division games in our last eight, and I think we are focused on trying to improve from here. There’s nothing we can 
do about what happened in training camp, and we are going to try and build on the positives and fix the things that we are not doing well at this point.” 
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On the offensive line 
“I think what we can control is how we play from this point forward. We have certainly shuffled some things around in the first half of the year upfront, but I 
think the more we can settle in and get a group playing together for as many straight days as we can, the better off I think we will play. (RB) Knowshon 
(Moreno) is probably as healthy as he has been all year, which is a plus for him and for us. Hopefully, we can start to see some strides made in the running 
game.” 
 
On QB Kyle Orton’s health 
“He’s OK. I would say sore. I don’t want to speak for him, but I think overall (he is) fine.” 
 
On who will play on the offensive line  
“There are some moving parts, I think. We are going to see how it goes. We certainly can fix some things. That isn’t putting the onus on one player or the 
other, I just think we are trying to find the most productive group that we can and that is happening in a lot of different places on our football team. So, we are 
going to see how that pans out this week.”  
 
On DT Jamal Williams 
“That’s a position where I don’t think you are going to get much glory from playing a zero nose technique in a 3-4 defense most of the time. A lot of times he 
is taking on blockers, the ball gets shoved back in there, he is in the middle of the pile, they’ll double team him plenty — that’s just the way you block a 3-4 
defense a lot of times. (LB) D.J. (Williams) is our leading tackler and Jamal is a big reason why. I think that his job, and he understands that and he 
understands his role, is to try to continue to take up space in there and take up blockers. If they do single him, he has been productive and I think that’s we 
are going to continue to try and see from him.” 
 
On the role of the offensive line in the Chiefs’ running game 
“Their front plays well together. They run different schemes (and) they execute those very well. I think they have a group that, again, they changed three 
starters in their line and they have some guys in there that are gelling together. They have some experienced players — (C) Casey (Wiegmann), certainly we 
know and (OL) Ryan Lija from the Colts, but there’s an element of working together hand-in-hand. The line does a nice job of giving the backs an opportunity 
to get started, and then they have tremendous backs, there’s no question. (RB) Jamaal Charles is as explosive (of a) player as we are going to play. I say 
that including any back we have played so far. (RB) Thomas Jones is one of the premier backs and has been for the last five or six years in this league. 
Then, (RB Dexter) McCluster when he is back there he is a whole different element, too. So, they do a great job of utilizing all their skill players and talent in 
the backfield and their line really gives them an opportunity. They don’t have many negative runs because the line does a nice job of keeping the line of 
scrimmage clean, the backs hit the holes, they find it and they are very difficult to bring down.” 
 
On whether it is motivating to start the second half of the season against a divisional rival 
“Yeah, we are real excited. We know the situation we are in. We also know that the season isn’t over, it is far from over. We have five division games. It 
starts with Kansas City. We are focused on one game and one game only. We are happy to be at home again, and start playing better at home in front of our 
fans and excited about the challenge that we are going to face this week. This is a team (Kansas City) that from last year to this year has made huge strides. 
They are a well-coached football team, and I think this is a good way for us to come off the bye week and have an opportunity to play a team like this that is 
sitting in first place in our division. It will give us an opportunity to take a swing at them and see what happens.” 
 
On whether the second half of the season offers a fresh start 
“Yeah, I think any time you have a bye week you come back and you look at things from a different perspective. We have an opportunity to evaluate what we 
haven’t done as well as we would like and now we have an opportunity to do something about it and try to fix it. We have a great group of fighters in the 
locker room, great resolve with our coaching staff, and we are excited about the opportunity to play much better football in the second half.” 
 
On whether his coaching style has changed 
“Nope, not at all. I don’t think the officials would say I haven’t been as demonstrative. I am the same person. (I am) emotional and I think in some ways I try 
to channel it positively. Sometimes, there’s a rhyme and a reason to let that go, and other times I think it’s important for you team to withhold doing some of 
that stuff too. So, I am who I am. I haven’t changed a whole lot in that regard. I think some games may get it out of you more than others, and you will 
probably see a little bit more of that on Sunday I would imagine.” 


